
Publication Agreement

This License defines the terms for the submissionof 
all materials, including the primary submission and 
supplemental materials such as figures, tables, and 
media files (collectively known hereafter as 
“Reflection”) in all formats to the Journal of 
Reflective Inquiry (“Journal”).

I. Representations and Warranties
By agreeing to the below license, you are verifying that:

You are the author of the Reflection, or the authorized agent of the author(s) and copyright holder 
(if different from theauthor(s));

The author(s) named in this submission:have approved the work for publication;have agreed to submit 
the Reflection to the Journal;accept full responsibility for the content of the Reflection if there are 
multiple authors named in this submission, and you are the corresponding author (or his/her 
authorizedagent), you have obtained assurances from all co-authors of the items listed in (1) above 
prior to submission and havethe authority to enter into this agreement on their behalf;

The Reflection is the original work of the Author(s) and does not contain any libelous or unlawful 
statements or infringe onthe rights or privacy of others or those granted under FERPA, or contain material 
or instructions that might cause harm or injury; and

The Reflection has not been previously published, is not pending review elsewhere, and will not be 
submitted for reviewelsewhere pending the completion of the editorial decision process at the Journal.

If the Reflection is based upon work that has been sponsored or supported by an agency or organization, you 
represent thatyou have fulfilled any right of review or other obligations required by such contract or 
agreement.

By submitting the Reflection, you represent and warrant that the above are true. Further, you agree to 
hold the Journal, its publisher, and its distributees harmless from any claim, action, or proceeding 
alleging facts that constitute a breach of any warranty enumerated above, and further agree to 
indemnify the Journal, its publisher, and its agents against all claims and expenses and attorney’s fees 
that may be incurred in defense against each claim, action, or proceeding.
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II. Author’s Grant of Rights

As described below, first publication rights to articles, reviews and other works is granted to the Journal of 
Reflective Inquiry and its publisher but copyright for all work published in this journal is retained by 
the author(s).

If your Article is accepted for publication, you agree to grant to the Journal of Reflective Inquiry and its 
publisher worldwide first publication rights for the Article. You further agree to grant to the Journal of 
Reflective Inquiryand its publisher a non-exclusive license to publish, print, copy, transmit, display, 
distribute, archive, index, revise, and create new works derived from the Article (including the right to grant 
sub-licenses to third parties to do all of the foregoing), for the duration of the Article’s copyright, in all 
languages, throughout the world, in all media and formats.

If your Reflection is accepted for publication, you also agree to license your final published Reflection using 
the Creative Commons.  To allow authors to control the use of their work, we allow authors to select the 
type of Creative Commons License used for their article.  Our default will be Attribution (CC BY).  If you 
would like to change your Creative Commons type, please indicate in the signature section below.

       Creative Commons Licenses
These licenses allow for a more flexible management of the exclusive rights offered by copyright protection, 
giving the creators the ability to choose the kinds of protections and freedoms that will govern the use of 
their work. This way, you can allow others to use your work while still protecting your intellectual property.

Key License Terms:

Combine these terms to create licenses like those below:

Attribution:

Others can copy, distribute, 
display, perform, and remix 
your work if they credit your 
name as requested by you.

Share Alike:

Others can distribute your 
work only under a license 
identical to the one you 
have chosen for your work.

Non
Commercial:

Others can copy, distribute, 
display, perform, and remix 
your work but for non-
commercial purposes only.

No Derivative 
Works:

Others can only copy, 
distribute, display, or 
perform verbatim copies 
of your work.

BY BY SA BY ND BY NC BY NC SA BY NC ND

most accomodating

(cc by: jori default) (cc by sa) (cc by nd) (cc by nc) (cc by nc sa) (cc by nc nd)

most restrictive
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III. Signature

By signing below you agree and consent to this submission agreement:

____________________________________________
Creative Commons License type

____________________________________________
Full Name (First, Last)

____________________________________________                        __________________
Signature - please include a physical signature, no electronic       Date (Month, Day, Year)
signatures will be accepted.


	Creative Commons License type: 
	Full Name First Last: 
	Date Month Day Year: 


